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U.S. Department
GfTranspottation ODI RESUME

National Highway
Traffic Safety

Adminhantion

IDENTIFICATION: PE01- 029, DATE OPENED: 
9V3 2

SUBJECT: Alleged Battery Explosion DATE CLOSED:
PROMPTED BY: IE-031
PRINCIPLE ENGINEER: Christopher J. Santucci
MANUFACTURER: Mercedes-Benz
MODELS: C-Class (C230, C280, C43) Chassis 202
MODEL YEAR(S):. 1998-1999
VEHICLE POPULATION: 65,731
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: The t~~-mounted battery can explode while either driving or

stationary, potentially causing injury fro 
mi 

fragment and acid spray. Failed battery can also cut
off engine and subsequent power assist to steering and brakes.

FAILURE REPORT SUMMARY

CIDI Mercedes-Benz Total

COMPLAINTS: 5 168* 168
CRASHES: 0 0 0
INJ CRASHES: 0 0 0
# INJURIES: I I * I
FAT CRASHES 0 0 0
#FATALS: 0 0 0

OTHER: 0 0 0

DESCRIPTION OF Includes ODI
OTHER: complaints
ACTION: A Preliminary Evaluation (PE) has bepn4osed. Recall # 01 66.
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SUMMARY:

As indicated by Mercedes-Benz, 168 claims of either exploded or leaking batteries were

made by 1998 and 1999 C-Class owners. All of the batteries involved were manufactured by
Accumulatorenwerke Hoppecke and assembled into vehicles built at the Mercedes-Benz facility
in Sindelfingen, Germany. In response to ODI's investigation, Mercedes Benz began a study of
Hoppecke batteries remaining in the field. Seventy batteries were removed from vehicles being
serviced in 7 different states. It was discovered that most of the batteries had "abnormally low
amounts of electrolyte" in them'. This was attributed to Hoppecke supplying batteries that are

incompatible with the Mercedes Beriz vehicle maintenance schedule. The Mercedes Benz
maintenance schedule currently requires battery "service and inspection" at the "B" interval.

Service schedules "A" and "B" occur when an onboard computer determines it to be necessary.

It is not governed by any one factor such as number of miles driven. "A" schedule maintenance
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requires such services as oil and filter change. The. maintenance ' cycle repeats as A, A&B, A,
A&B, and so on. Mercedes Benz contends that the batteries supplied by Hoppecke are not
compatible with length of time between "B" services, which range from anywhere from 20 to 36
months. As such, the Hoppecke batteries are failing due to lack of maintenance.

Batteries, under normal service conditions, are gradually depleted of electrolyte. Lead-acid
batteries consist of multiple pairs of electrodes completely immersed in an electrolyte. As the
electrolyte dissipates, the battery electrodes are no longer completely immersed. The space
occupied by the electrolyte is replaced by hydrogen gas, a normal by-product of a lead-acid
battery. The exposed electrodes corrode and arcing can occur between them. This spark can
cause a battery to explode. Normal maintenance of a lead-acid battery involves proper
management of battery electrolyte levels.

Loss of engine power and subsequent power assist to steering and braking systems occurred
in one reported incident. Mercedes Benz contends that this was an isolated event with cause
unrelated to battery failure. According to Mercedes Benz, batteries have been known to provide
electrical power after an explosion and that C-Class engines remain running after the battery is
removed.

Mercedes Benz has determined that a safety defect exists in 1998 and 1999 C-Class equipped
with-Hoppecke batteries and are initiating a recall, number OIV-366. This recall campaign will
involve immediate inspection and possible replacement based on a predetermined battery
diagnostic procedure. Replacement batteries are to be supplied by Varta AG. The campaign
will include additional labeling for both consumers and dealerships to change the battery service
interval to "A."
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